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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 16: Friday, October 28 
 
 
RACE ONE: 
COMICA should get a dream trip stalking a projected honest early pace 
carved out by KATY’S DUCHESS and BOTTLE WALK, both of which break 
to her inside. Bay filly delivered in her first start off the claim as the 
favorite at Parx and catches a subpar group of open $40K claimers in this 
spot; rates slight edge. PRINCESS DROSSIE was the beaten favorite in her 
last outing vs. allowance company at Belterra Park, but she’s been in good 
form this year and broke her maiden for a $30K tag at Keeneland back in 
the spring. Sims barn has been live this meet and there are no world-
beaters in here; don’t ignore. BOTTLE WALK pressed an honest pace (:23, 
:46) and gave way late in her last start, but was game to finish second, 
beaten a length and three-quarters for the win. She figures to have 
company on the front-end again; race shape from a pace perspective hurts 
her chances; on the fringes. KATY’S DUCHESS was game in the maiden 
score at Churchill 27 days ago, besting a $30K maiden claiming crew by 
two lengths in 1:10 3/5. She’ll hook winners for the first time in this spot, 
and will have to deal with BOTTLE WALK for the first half-mile; minor 
award in the cards. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-2-1 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
The six-year-old BLACK BEAR has retained sharp form off the claim for his 
new connections, and his tactical speed will serve him well in this compact 
extended sprint race. He hasn’t been off the board in five starts since 
returning from a two-year plus layoff and he’s been sharp in his last two 
outings going six and a half panels on dirt; gets trip stalking/pressing THE 
GREAT WAR; choice. THE GREAT WAR set the pace and was cooked after a 
half-mile in :44 4/5 in the Phoenix (G2) on opening weekend, and his lone 
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win from his past nine starts was on the polytrack at Turfway Park last 
winter. He’s never won a race on dirt and will get pressure early from the 
top choice; is 9-5 on the morning line for an atypically cold Wesley Ward 
barn; pace factor. PULLING G’S returns off a lengthy layoff for new 
connections, but is capable of firing a winning effort off the sidelines. Curlin 
gelding should get a favorable pace setup stalking the top two choices and 
drops back into the allowance ranks after three consecutive graded stakes 
appearances; may be a start away from his best effort. The hard-knocking 
HEBBRONVILLE appeared to need his last start off a near six-month layoff 
and came back out of that race to post a bullet :59 3/5 five-panel move at 
Churchill in preparation for this start. He owns a stakes win over the local 
strip, has a versatile running style and will be tighter this time; contender. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-1-5 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
TRUE VALOR’s form improved when dropping in class in his last start, and 
he continues to descend the claiming ladder in this affair. He got shuffled 
back a bit and was only beaten two lengths for all the money facing $50K 
maiden claiming types under the Twin Spires; looks live on the drop. 
ANIMAL QUIET loves to burn cash at the windows, as he has been the 
beaten favorite in five of his previous six starts and is 3-1 on the morning 
line in this spot. He showed a new dimension coming off the pace three 
weeks ago, but has yet to put forth a winning move in the stretch; figures 
for part, sketchy win proposition. HUGH B. prompted the pace and was 
bankrupt in the lane despite the class drop in his last start, his first on dirt 
hooking similar company; gets wheeled back off 21 days rest and has been 
gelded since the last run; others look better. The lone also-eligible 
VREELAND gave a good account of himself vs. state-bred maiden 
allowance company at Indiana Grand in his debut; has a license to improve 
off that effort at overlaid odds for the Asmussen barn. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-9-13 (also-eligible)  
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The well-named FREEDOM made a strong middle move but ended dup on 
the wrong end of a photo finish in her career debut going a mile over a 
“good” Matt Winn turf course. $650K daughter of War Front will make her 
first start for the Mott stable in this spot, and is sitting on a bullet half-mile 
in :47 3/5 since her debut run; lots to like. PURELY A DREAM gave a good 
account of herself in her career debut in Lexington 20 days ago, where she 
finished second, beaten three and a quarter lengths going seven-eighths on 
the main track. She has hints of green in her pedigree on the dam side and 
is bred to like the stretch-out around two turns; formidable. LANDS DOWN 
STREET just missed the show dough while creeping up in class in her turf 
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debut at Arlington, is bred to handle the added distance and is eligible for 
improvement in her second start off a layoff; threat if she draws into the 
race. The first-time starter JOURNEY HOME is a well-bred filly (by War 
Front out of an A.P. Indy mare) that has been breezing with regularity 
since early September in Maryland; Motion barn has been en fuego; don’t 
overlook if she runs. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-14(also-eligible)-13(also-eligible)  
 
RACE FIVE 
SQUATTY has been the beaten favorite in her past two starts, but has been 
in good form since the summer and hooked a hard-knocking filly in 
Tellalittlesecret last out at Belterra. She’ll appreciate a return to dirt in 
this spot, a surface over which she has all five of her lifetime wins, and she 
has an affinity for this six and a half furlong trip; contender. GINGER 
STONE didn’t fire off the sidelines in her latest outing, but should be tighter 
this time. Bay mare likes the local strip and gets in light with the bug girl 
Katie Clawson named to ride; wide post draw is the only concern. CASKET 
MODEL should get a decent stalking trip in this spot and has a money 
finish at Keeneland in the past facing similar rivals at nearly 27-1. 
Daughter of Divine Park has finished in the exacta in 50 percent of her 
starts this year; useful in exotic wagers. RED BLEND has effective tactical 
speed and likes to win, having done so in four of nine starts this year; fits 
here for a $7,500 tag; threat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-12-3-7 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
The juvenile filly BUY LOW SELL HIGH figures to stalk a hot early pace in 
this spot, and she should improve upon her debut run in Indiana, where 
she was a one-paced fourth. Bay miss did hook a next-out winner in that 
heat and gets in light with the 10-pound apprentice Clawson named for the 
assignment; likely overlay at 8-1 on the morning line. HEIR BALL is the 
stronger half of the Ingrid Mason entry and should relish the surface 
switch to dirt based on her pedigree. Daughter of Wildcat Heir was green in 
the debut run and only finished three lengths off the win in a full field of 
10; improvement expected. WHITE TIGHTS has never put forth a poor 
effort sprinting on the main track, but will have to deal with the equally 
speedy SPELLKER from the opening bell; no public breeze since the last 
start is a bit of a concern; running style hurt chances for top honors. 
SPELLKER loves to run second and won’t have an easy time of things on 
the front-end in this spot at projected low odds; stretches out a furlong this 
afternoon. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1a(part of entry)-7-4 
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RACE SEVEN: 
PATRIOTIC AMERICAN takes a slight class drop and is eligible for 
improvement making the third start of his current form cycle. He has 
effective tactical speed and has finished in the money in 50 percent of his 
starts lifetime; gelded since last race noted. AURORA’S KID looked short off 
the layoff when splitting a field of eight $25K conditioned claiming types at 
Delaware Park in his last start. He owns a money finish locally for a barn 
that typically points for Keeneland; contender. JACK WEST returns to the 
races off a layoff and drops in class—typically not a great sign—but this bay 
gelding broke his maiden in Lexington in the spring and should get a good 
trip stalking the pace in this spot from the one-hole; threat on the rail. 
SHUPANGA overcame a rough trip and won his last start off the shelf at 
Tampa hooking tougher rivals back in March; class drop is the biggest 
attraction. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-1-4 
 
  
RACE EIGHT: 
The consistent WAYWARD KITTEN likes minor awards, but has finished in 
the money in nine-of-11 turf starts lifetime and has never been off the 
board on the Haggin Turf Course. Chestnut is capable of a winning effort off 
a layoff and sports a versatile running style; rates slight edge. BLAME 
ANGEL has had a big year, winning five of eight starts, the last three while 
moving up in class. He’s unleashed a quick turn of foot to win his last pair 
of turf starts from off the pace and responds to Mena’s handling; comes in 
fresh and is a healthy 15-1 on the morning line; ignore at your own peril. 
MOTIVATIONAL has finished third in his past two starts off the sidelines, 
but returns to allowance company off an honest try in a minor stakes in 
Maryland in his last start, where he hooked a next-out winner. Lone win 
this year was over a synthetic surface; sends mixed signals. DUJAC is a 
well-bred gelding that gave a good account of himself off the claim hooking 
tougher rivals in New York; acts like nine furlongs on the grass will hit him 
right between the eyes; threat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-5-8 
 
 
RACE NINE: 
PIRACY woke up at 40-1 when turning back in distance in her most recent 
start, where she overcame an awkward start to be beaten two and a 
quarter lengths for all the money in her first outing off a layoff facing 
similar company; hooked a nice filly in Crooked Stick two starts back; 
improvement expected. CORBY finished two lengths off the top choice in 
her latest outing, her first against winners. Had a wide-trip in her last start 
and gets a wide draw today; jockey Graham is excellent saving-ground; 
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contender. OPEN ARMS has been facing tougher company in New York of 
late and has been training forwardly since returning to Kentucky; 
Landeros riding well this meet. LADY CONSTANCE finished behind the top 
two choices in her last start, but is eligible form improvement making the 
third start of her current form cycle. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-1-5 
 
 
RACE TEN: 
JUENESSE DOREE closed with authority over a turf course that hasn’t 
been kind to speed this meet in her career debut in Lexington 16 days ago, 
where she finished a diminishing three-parts of a length off the win at 11-1. 
Should get an honest pace on which to close in this spot; obvious 
contender. OH SO TERRIBLE set a quick pace and caved in late, but was a 
respectable fourth, beaten two and a half lengths for all the money over a 
demanding turf course at Kentucky Downs in her career debut; blinkers 
come off today; improves this afternoon. PRINCESS LA QUINTA was game 
in her local turf debut just over two weeks ago, and acts as if she will rate a 
bit; sports solid past turf form and will be a likely overlay. BODES WELL 
hopped at the start and hit her best stride too late going shorter on the dirt 
in her career debut; bred top and bottom to like the added ground and gets 
some turf blood from her dam sire, Trempolino; using in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-10-8-4 


